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I.
¶1

Introduction
As the United States federal government endeavors to win the War on Drugs and

state and local governments engage in their own anti-narcotics efforts, police officers are
often tempted to skirt the line between legal and illegal searches and seizures under the
Fourth Amendment. But it seems that line-skirting is a phenomenon affecting more than
just police officers—the Supreme Court is also engaging in its own such behavior. In a
recent decision, the Court found that the use of a drug-sniffing dog subsequent to a legal
traffic stop—a measure often employed by police officers who suspect that an individual
possesses illegal substances[1]—did not rise to the level of a “search” under the Fourth
Amendment, and therefore did not implicate that Amendment’s terms. Because the
Fourth Amendment was inapplicable to the police officers’ actions, said the Court, the
canine sniff in Illinois v. Caballes was perfectly constitutional.[2] Caballes’ twelve-year
prison sentence for possession of illegal narcotics was thus affirmed.
¶2

The decision, however, should give pause to those who fear that police officers

possess broad investigatory powers in matters that might intuitively seem private. While
we do not seek to impugn the motives of police officers generally--nor do we think that
every officer attempts to push the outer-boundaries of the Constitution--we are quite
concerned that the dilution of the Fourth Amendment attended by the Caballes case will
give the police a degree of investigatory power that endangers civil liberties and threatens
standard notions of privacy. Because the Court failed to sufficiently account for the
strong Fourth Amendment interests in Caballes’ favor, it opened the door to a good deal
of police conduct that should not be immune from constitutional challenge. In an effort
to regain constitutional values already maligned, and preserve those values that remain,
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we seek to argue that the Court erred in, and should soon reconsider, its Caballes
decision.[3]
II.
¶3

Illinois v. Caballes
On November 12, 1998, Illinois State Police Trooper Daniel Gillette stopped

Roy Caballes for speeding on Interstate Route 80 in La Salle County.[4] Caballes was
driving 71 miles per hour in a zone with a posted speed limit of 65 miles per hour.[5] In
doing so, he was undeniably violating the law, and could constitutionally be seized by the
police (through a routine traffic stop). This was the case even if officers had other
motivations for initially pursuing the stop.[6] Having pulled Caballes over, Officer
Gillette radioed the police dispatcher to report the stop and was overheard by State
Trooper Craig Graham, a member of the state’s Police Drug Interdiction Team. After
hearing Officer Gilette’s transmission, Trooper Graham informed the central police
dispatcher that he was driving to the scene of the stop, and planned to conduct a canine
sniff of Caballes’ car.[7]
¶4

Many of the facts may at first seem routine. Gillette—the only officer initially at

the scene—informed Caballes that he had been stopped for speeding and then asked for
his driver’s license, vehicle registration, and proof of insurance.[8] Caballes gave
Gillette these items without incident.[9] Gillette then directed Caballes to move his car to
the side of the road and to come back to his squad car because it was raining.[10] While
Caballes was in the rear of the squad car, Gillette informed him that he was only writing
him a warning ticket.[11] Gillette then called the dispatcher to verify Caballes’ license
and to check for any outstanding warrants.[12] From there, the encounter seemed to turn
from a routine traffic stop into a bona fide police investigation.
¶5

While waiting for the dispatcher to verify the validity of the license, Gillette

engaged Caballes in conversation. He first asked for Caballes’ destination, and why he
was “dressed up.”[13] Caballes told Gillette that he was moving from Las Vegas to
Chicago, and was “dressed up because he … usually dressed for business.”[14] At trial,
Gillette testified that Caballes seemed nervous, which the officer felt was unusual and
suspicious.[15] The dispatcher told Gillette that Caballes had once surrendered a valid
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Illinois license in Nevada, but soon after confirmed that Caballes’ Nevada license was
authentic.[16] Even after receiving this information, however, Gillette continued to
question Caballes about his criminal history and asked him for permission to search his
car. [17] Caballes declined Gillette’s request.[18]
¶6

Continuing the conversation, Gillette asked Caballes if he had ever been

arrested. Caballes responded in the negative.[19] Soon after, however, the police
dispatcher reported (while Caballes remained in the squad car) that the suspect had
indeed been arrested twice for distribution of marijuana.[20] Despite catching Caballes
in what seemed like an outright lie, Gillette began to write Caballes’ a mere warning
ticket for speeding. Gillette was still in the process of writing the ticket as Trooper
Graham arrived at the scene with his drug-sniffing canine.[21] With Gillette and
Caballes still in the squad car, Graham walked the dog around Caballes’ car in an effort
to look for narcotics. The dog ultimately alerted Graham to the presence of drugs in
defendant’s trunk.[22] Graham informed Gillette about the alert and subsequently
searched Caballes’ trunk, finding marijuana.[23] According to the testimony of the
police at trial, “[t]he entire incident lasted less than 10 minutes.”[24]
¶7

Upon discovery of the marijuana, Caballes was charged with one count of

cannabis trafficking under Illinois’ Cannabis Control Act.[25] Caballes then moved both
to suppress the marijuana found in the trunk and to quash the arrest.[26] The trial court
denied both motions, holding that “the officers had not unnecessarily prolonged the stop
and that the dog alert was sufficiently reliable to provide probable cause to conduct the
search.”[27] Caballes was found guilty after a bench trial and was sentenced to twelve
years in prison and fined the street value of the marijuana, $256,136.[28] Although
Caballes appealed the conviction, the Illinois Court of Appeals affirmed the lower court’s
decision, finding that “the police did not need reasonable articulable suspicion to justify
the canine sniff and that, although the criminal history check improperly extended
defendant’s detention, the delay was de minimis.”[29]
¶8

The Illinois Supreme Court reversed, concluding that because the canine sniff was

performed without any “specific and articulable facts” to suggest drug activity, the use of
the dog “unjustifiably enlarg[ed] the scope of a routine traffic stop into a drug
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investigation.”[30] The United States Supreme Court granted certiorari on the question
of “whether the Fourth Amendment requires reasonable, articulable suspicion to justify
using a drug-detection dog to sniff a vehicle during a legitimate traffic stop.”[31] In a
short opinion written by Justice Stevens, the Court noted that 1) Gillette’s initial stop and
seizure of Caballes on the highway was based on probable cause and was therefore
lawful, and 2) that the stop was not unnecessarily prolonged by the canine sniff
procedures employed by the police.[32] While the Illinois Supreme Court had held that
the stop became unlawful due to the canine sniff,[33] the United States Supreme Court
found that “any intrusion on respondent’s privacy expectations [did] not rise to the level
of a constitutionally cognizable infringement.”[34]
III.

The Dog Sniff of Caballes’ Car was a Search

¶9

By finding that canine sniffs fail to even trigger the most basic of protections

under the Fourth Amendment, the Court unnecessarily and dangerously expanded the
scope of lawful police investigatory techniques. In doing so, the Court has gone astray
from accurate constitutional interpretation and a protective vision of the Fourth
Amendment. Moreover, it has set a new baseline of what constitutes a “reasonable
expectation of privacy.” Where the Court successfully divests from individuals one form
of a privacy right, other forms of privacy are subsequently more easily divested. That is,
the less privacy the law offers to individuals, the less that individuals can “reasonably
expect” to maintain their remaining privacy interests. These concerns weigh heavily in
considering the validity of the original Caballes decision, as well as its continuing
relevance in future cases.
A.

A Valid Search under the Fourth Amendment May Generally Not
Infringe Upon a Reasonable Expectation of Privacy

¶10

As one of the more distinctive and well-known components of original Bill of

Rights, the Fourth Amendment of the United States Constitution guarantees that:
The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and
effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not be violated . .
.
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For the purposes of the Fourth Amendment, “[a] ‘search’ occurs when an expectation of
privacy that society is prepared to consider reasonable is infringed.”[35] While there are
many types of searches that require warrants, the Supreme Court has stated clearly that
the touchstone of the Amendment is that state officials act “reasonably” in their efforts to
investigate crimes—regardless of whether a warrant is constitutionally required.
¶11

For a portion of this country’s history,[36] the Supreme Court interpreted the

terms of the Fourth Amendment narrowly, often using the location of the police
investigation as the dispositive determination of whether or not a “search” had
occurred.[37] This jurisprudence however—ostensibly established in the 1925 case of
Olmstead v. United States—ultimately collapsed under its own weight.[38] The Court
instead gave content to the term “search” by employing a two-part test, first elaborated in
Justice Harlan’s concurrence in Katz v. United States.[39] That test requires individual
litigants, in order to argue successfully that a search by state officials has occurred, to
demonstrate that “[they] exhibit an actual (subjective) expectation of privacy,” and that
their “expectation [is one] that society is prepared to recognize as ‘reasonable.’”[40]
¶12

In Katz , the defendant appealed the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals’ ruling

allowing the introduction of evidence from “an electronic listening and recording device”
that agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) had attached “to the outside of
the public telephone booth” from which the defendant placed calls.[41] The Government
argued that the defendant was as visible from inside the glass telephone booth as he
would be from the outside.[42] However, the Court noted:
But what he sought to exclude when he entered the booth was not the
intruding eye—it was the uninvited ear. He did not shed his right to do so
simply because he made his calls from a place where he might be
seen.[43]
Since the FBI agents in Katz ignored “the procedure of antecedent justification,” and
because their surveillance led directly to the defendant’s conviction, the Court concluded
that the judgment should be reversed.[44]
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¶13

Unless an individual reasonably expects a type of privacy that society is willing to

recognize, however, that state officials are generally free to pursue their criminal
investigations unhampered by constitutional restrictions. That is, governmental conduct
that does not “compromise any legitimate interest in privacy is not a search” within the
confines of the Fourth Amendment.[45] As a relevant corollary to this rule, the Court
has held that police conduct that detects the possession of an illegal substance—and only
the presence of that substance—“does not compromise any legitimate interest in
privacy.”[46] Thus, governmental conduct that reveals only whether a substance is illicit,
but no other information, does not compromise any judicially cognizable privacy
interest.[47] A canine sniff by a well-trained narcotics detection dog “discloses only the
presence or absence of narcotics, a contraband item,” and thus, the sniff is a unique form
of police investigation.[48] The United States Supreme Court in Katz held that:
What a person knowingly exposes to the public, even in his own home or
office, is not a subject of Fourth Amendment protection. But what he
seeks to preserve as private, even in an area accessible to the public, may
be constitutionally protected.[49]
The Court thus found that a drug detection canine sniff does not “expose noncontraband
items that otherwise would remain hidden from public view.”[50] As such, the Supreme
Court does not view canine sniffs as even triggering the privacy rights contained in the
Fourth Amendment.[51]
¶14

In Caballes, the Supreme Court presented its decision as a mere application of the

doctrine that it had set forth previously.[52] If canine sniffs do not constitute searches for
the purposes of the Fourth Amendment, there is no apparent reason to require police
officers to possess reasonable articulable suspicion before conducting their canine
investigations.[53] But the principle is a dangerous one indeed. By offering police the
degree of power that it did, the Court dramatically expanded the potential for invasions of
privacy rights.[54]
B.

Caballes Had a Reasonable Expectation of Privacy in the Trunk of
His Vehicle
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¶15

Admittedly, the Court’s decision was far from surprising. Indeed, even before

Caballes, a majority of federal courts had held that a sniff by a drug-detection canine did
not constitute a search under the Fourth Amendment.[55] A canine sniff was seen as less
intrusive than alternative investigative techniques that might otherwise be employed by
the police.[56] Moreover, a canine sniff generally occurs in public places, where there is
a reduced expectation of privacy on the part of individuals.[57] Since a canine sniff has
never been considered by the Court to be an invasion of a reasonable expectation of
privacy, it has never constituted a “search” for the purpose of triggering the Fourth
Amendment. Thus, the Court found that there is generally no probable cause or
reasonable suspicion requirement for the police to conduct a canine sniff of an
individuals’ property.[58]
¶16

However, at the time of Caballes, a handful of federal courts had indeed found

that dog sniffs do constitute searches under the Fourth Amendment in certain
instances.[59] In Horton v. Goose Creek Independent School District,[60] for example,
the Fifth Circuit reversed in part a grant of summary judgment in favor of the school
district because dog sniffs of students were held to violate the Fourth Amendment.[61]
The court held that dog sniffs constituted searches in this instance because the students
had a strong interest in the integrity of their persons.[62] Moreover, the court found that
the school district did not possess individualized suspicion of drug use or possession by
the students; rather, its drug searches constituted mere random investigations of the
students.[63] The court in Horton distinguished the students subjected to the drugdetection dogs from cars and hallways in the school. The dogs could be used for alerting
to the presence of drugs in school parking lots and hallways, said the Fifth Circuit,
because the expectation of privacy in those places was substantially less than each
student possessed for his or her person. Thus, without individualized suspicion of
criminal activity, the dog sniffs of students’ persons were unjustified, and held to violate
the Fourth Amendment.[64]
¶17

In a separate appellate court decision—this time from the Second Circuit—a court

in United States v. Thomas[65] held that using a drug detection dog to sniff outside of an
apartment door constituted a search under the Fourth Amendment.[66] This was based
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on the reasonable expectation of privacy inside one’s home.[67] That the dog had sniffed
the air outside of the apartment made little difference in the dispute. In a similar vein, the
Nebraska Supreme Court in State v. Ortiz found that even though an anonymous source
tipped the police that the suspect had been actively distributing cocaine from his
apartment, the police still lacked sufficient evidence to support a dog sniff outside of the
apartment.[68]
¶18

In United States v. Fifty-Three Thousand Eight-Two Dollars in U.S. Currency, the

Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals affirmed a grant of summary judgment for the plaintiffs,
holding that a dog sniff of the plaintiffs’ cash was an illegal search under the Fourth
Amendment and could not be admitted against the plaintiffs to prove that they were
involved in illegal drug transactions.[69] The court described the litigants’ privacy
interests “in the belongings on their respective persons” as “of a different order” than “the
privacy interests in luggage,”[70] establishing a dichotomy similar to that of the Fifth
Circuit in the Horton case discussed above. While drug-detection dogs used for most
areas other than one’s person do not constitute searches, the same dogs do implicate the
terms of the Fourth Amendment when used on individuals or the belongings on their
persons.[71]
¶19

In Caballes, however, the Court was silent on this issue, explicitly resolving the

question of canine sniffs exclusively as it applied to those conducted pursuant to routine
traffic stops.[72] But instead of constructing a comprehensive doctrine of permissible
canine sniffs, the majority in Caballes swept broadly in relying on United State v. Place
for the proposition that a dog sniff does not violate the Fourth Amendment since it only
reveals the presence of contraband. This characterization of Place, however, is
somewhat problematic. In Place, the officers conducting the canine sniff possessed
reasonable articulable suspicion that the suspect’s baggage contained illegal
narcotics.[73] Indeed, law enforcement officers detained Place only because they
suspected that he might be carrying such narcotics in his luggage.
¶20

The officers in Place became suspicious of the defendant while he waited in line

at Miami International Airport to purchase a ticket to New York’s LaGuardia Airport.
Dressed in nondescript airport uniforms, the agents approached Place as he proceeded to
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his gate and asked for his identification and his ticket.[74] Upon checking his baggage
tags, they decided to check the addresses on Place’s two checked bags.[75] The two tags
displayed different addresses.[76] Upon further investigation, the agents discovered that
neither address existed, though the telephone number Place had given to the airline
belonged to a third address on the same street.[77] Due to these discrepancies and
Place’s behavior, the agents informed Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA)
authorities in New York about Place’s suspicious behavior.[78] Two DEA agents waited
for Place at the arrival gate at LaGuardia Airport.[79]
¶21

After claiming his two bags and calling a limousine, Place was approached by the

DEA agents that had been awaiting his arrival.[80] One of these agents informed Place
that they believed he was carrying narcotics and asked for his consent to a search of his
luggage, which he declined.[81] The agents told Place that they were taking his luggage
to a federal judge to obtain a search warrant and that he could accompany them if he
wished.[82] He declined their invitation and the agents took the luggage to John F.
Kennedy airport in order to conduct a drug detection dog sniff.[83] The dog reacted
positively to one bag and ambiguously to another.[84]
¶22

The facts above demonstrate the uniqueness of Place’s situation. In Caballes,

Officer Gillette possessed no independent grounds for suspicion that Caballes was
transporting drugs. The Illinois Supreme Court held that Gillette’s observations of
Caballes (that he was moving to Chicago, but only had two sport coats in the backseat,
that the car smelled of air freshener, that Caballes was unemployed, but dressed for
business, and that Caballes seemed nervous) gave police “nothing more than a vague
hunch” of “possible wrongdoing.”[85] In its own decision, the United States Supreme
Court assumed that none of these factors contributed to the probable cause determination
made by the police officers.[86]
¶23

This framing of the issue by the Supreme Court seems proper. Indeed, there are

several reasons why a reasonable person in Caballes’ situation might have acted in the
manner that he did. He could have shipped his belongings to Chicago instead of
transporting them himself, or he could have been planning to retrieve them after settling
down in Chicago. His car could have smelled like air freshener because he is a smoker.
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Caballes himself told Gillette that he was dressed for business because he was used to
dressing in that manner because he was a salesman.[87] Many individuals, when
stopped and questioned by the police, may be nervous for obvious and explainable
reasons. Any suspicious behavior by Caballes was far less suspicious than that of Place,
who had luggage tags for non-existent addresses.
¶24

For this reason, the Caballes majority’s heavy reliance on Place was, in a word,

misplaced.[88] At the very least, the Court should have been hesitant to use parts of the
decision as controlling, and thus settled, law. While the holding in Place is not irrelevant
to the decision, there remain compelling arguments for finding that at least some genres
of dog sniffs should be considered searches under the Fourth Amendment. Even if the
Court is unlikely to revisit its ruling in Caballes on stare decisis grounds, or for other
reasons, it should be extremely hesitant to expand the ruling in that case further.[89] So
long as the police have at their fingertips the ability to conduct canine sniffs whenever
they choose, the threat of such sniffs will be ever-present. While the Court may not yet
have cast its net so broadly, its language in Caballes gives rise for serious concern. As
Justice Souter wrote in dissent:
I do not take the Court's reliance on Jacobsen as actually signaling
recognition of a broad authority to conduct suspicionless sniffs for
drugs in any parked car…or on the person of any pedestrian
minding his own business on a sidewalk. But the Court’s stated
reasoning provides no apparent stopping point short of such
excesses. For the sake of providing a workable framework to
analyze cases on facts like these, which are certain to come along, I
would treat the dog sniff as the familiar search it is in fact, subject
to
scrutiny
under
the
Fourth
Amendment.[90]
In other words, the guarantees of the Fourth Amendment are endangered by, and become
more fragile as a result of, piecemeal reductions in privacy rights by the Court. Sweeping
language, perhaps used in one context, can be extended to others, and may have the
aggregate effect of seriously undermining constitutional values. This should not be so.
At some point, the Fourth Amendment must speak conclusively to the privacy interests
that are reasonably expected by American citizens.
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C. Caballes Was Wrongly Decided Given Current Law
¶25

Although no Supreme Court case was directly on point in Caballes, a number of

valid precedents could have, and should have, led the Court to make the finding opposite
of the one it did—that the use of a drug-detection dog during a routine traffic stop
constitutes a search under the Fourth Amendment. Note first that locked, closed car
trunks “are accorded some level of privacy protection.”[91] Federal courts have stated
that owners of cars parked in public places still have a reasonable expectation of
privacy.[92] In United States v. Holmes , for instance, the Fifth Circuit held that the
installation of a beeper on the underside of a parked vehicle in a public parking lot was a
search.[93] The court reasoned that “[w]hen a person parks his car on a public way, he
does not thereby give up all expectations of privacy in his vehicle.”[94] The court
explained:
[T]here is no way to protect against this type of intrusion once one
leaves home and enters the public streets. There is no way to lock
a door or place the car under a protective cloak as a signal to the
police that one considers the car private.[95]
If an individual has a reasonable expectation of privacy in the underside of his vehicle, he
certainly should have a reasonable expectation of privacy in the containers inside of a
locked, closed trunk of a vehicle.
¶26

Appellate courts that have disagreed with the Fifth Circuit have done so by

effectively distinguishing Holmes with evidence of reasonable suspicion on the part of
the police officers.. For instance, in United States v. McIver, the Ninth Circuit held that
the placement of a beeper on the undercarriage of a vehicle in fact did not constitute a
search.[96] However, in McIver , police officers placed two magnetized tracking devices
on the undercarriage of a Toyota 4Runner that had been photographed at the site of a
marijuana field where the vehicle’s registered owner had also been photographed.[97]
Thus, in McIver, the police had a greater suspicion that the vehicle was involved in illicit
activity than in Holmes; the situation in Caballes was thus more analogous to the facts in
Holmes than those in cases like McIver.
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¶27

The Court in Caballes also should have given heavy weight to Caballes’

reasonable expectation of privacy in his trunk. In rejoinder, critics of this contention may
argue that courts have constructed a “plain smell” doctrine analogous to the “plain view”
doctrine; that is, when an officer observes an object left in plain view, no search occurs
because the owner has exhibited “no intention to keep [the object] to himself.”[98]
However, an object kept in a locked, closed trunk clearly shows the owner’s
manifestation of an expectation of privacy. While there is no legitimate expectation to
privacy in illegal objects, there are limits to using technological enhancements in
investigation.[99] Since the police in Caballes had no independent grounds for
suspecting illegal objects in the trunk, Caballes had a reasonable expectation of privacy.
With this reasonable expectation, the Court should have held that the dog sniff was an
illegal search in violation of the Fourth Amendment.
D.

The Fallibility of Drug Detection Dogs Proscribes a Sniff from
Being Treated as a Unique Crime-Fighting Tool

¶28

Even if one believes that the situation in Place is legally analogous to the situation

in Caballes—thus making Place controlling law for the latter case—a drug detection
dog’s fallibility seemingly “ends the justification claimed in Place for treating the sniff as
sui generis under the Fourth Amendment.”[100] The argument that canine sniffs are sui
generis—or, in other words, unique because they are trained only to sniff out illegal
contraband—relies on the fact that such dogs genuinely are capable of accurately alerting
to only such contraband. Several judicial opinions, however, have noted the fallibility of
even well-trained dogs.[101] The Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit noted that a dog
in one case had a seventy-one percent accuracy rate and that a dog in another case
erroneously alerted four times out of nineteen while working for the postal service and
eight percent over its entire career.[102] A federal court held that a dog that gave false
positives between seven and thirty-eight percent of the time was reliable.[103] Another
court examined a dog that had made between ten and fifty errors during its services as a
drug-sniffer, and a third federal court noted that dog alerts are of little value when used to
sniff cash because as much as eighty percent of all currency in circulation contains drug
residue.[104] Even the state of Illinois cited a study that found dogs in artificial testing
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situations return false positives between twelve and a half and sixty percent of the
time.[105] In one case—Doe v. Renfrow—a drug detection dog sniff of a student yielded
a false positive because the dog reacted to the smell of the student’s own dog, which was
in heat, not to the smell of illegal drugs.[106]
¶29

Due to the great fallibility of drug detection dogs, “a sniff alert does not

necessarily signal hidden contraband, and opening the container or enclosed space whose
emanations the dog has sensed will not necessarily reveal contraband or any other
evidence of crime.”[107] Thus, a sniff alert
cannot claim the certainty that Place assumed…. [Canine sniffs]
are conducted to obtain information about the contents of private
spaces beyond anything that human senses could perceive, even
when conventionally enhanced…. Thus in practice the
government’s use of a trained narcotics dog functions as a limited
search to reveal undisclosed facts about private enclosures, to be
used to justify a further and complete search of the enclosed
area.[108]
Since a dog sniff is far from infallible, the sniff is the “first step in a process that may
disclose ‘intimate details’ without revealing contraband.”[109] This is noticeably similar
to the type of investigatory tactic used in Kyllo v. United States. [110] In Kyllo, the Court
held that the employment of a thermal-imaging device to detect the growth of marijuana
plants in a home constituted an unlawful search.[111] Although the device could detect
the heat lamps necessary for growing the drugs, thermal imaging techniques could also
detect perfectly lawful activity, including intimate details in a home, such as when an
individual takes a bath.[112] Although intimate details of the vehicle’s trunk would only
be revealed if the trunk were opened, where as the thermal-imaging device in Kyllo
would reveal intimate details immediately, “in practical terms the same values protected
by the Fourth Amendment are at stake in each case.”[113] Thus, the Court in Caballes
should have examined the dog sniff in the context of how the search is conducted in
practice, and in light of the Court’s past precedents under Fourth Amendment law.[114]
Under Kyllo, since the dog sniff would reveal intimate details that violated an
individual’s expectation of privacy, the Court should have held that the dog sniff was
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indeed a search and could not be conducted without a particular suspicion of
wrongdoing.[115]
IV.

Even if the Dog Sniff of Caballes’ Vehicle Was Not a Search, the Scope of the
Stop Was Broadened to Render the Sniff Unconstitutional

¶30

The United States Supreme Court has held that a search that is reasonable at its

inception may yet violate the Fourth Amendment by virtue of its intolerable intensity and
scope.[116] The scope of the search must be “strictly tied to and justified by” the
circumstances which rendered the initiation of the search permissible.[117] Although it
is rare for the police to stop a car for speeding only six miles above the speed limit, the
Illinois Supreme Court held in Caballes that the inception of the traffic stop was
legal.[118] However, in conducting a dog sniff of the car, the seizure of the car became
“unwarranted and nonconsensual . . . from a routine traffic stop to a drug investigation …
in a manner that . . . runs afoul of the Fourth Amendment.”[119]
¶31

While the Fourth Amendment requires that the police have probable cause before

a warrant issues, there are several types of searches that do not actually require warrants
in the first place. These sorts of limited—and theoretically less invasive--searches need
only meet a more generous Terry standard, named for the case in which the standard
originated.[120] The Terry test considers (1) “whether the officer’s action was justified at
its inception” and (2) “whether it was reasonably related in scope to the circumstances
which justified the interference in the first place.”[121] In Caballes, however, the Court
improperly ignored the second aspect of the Terry inquiry.[122] If reasonableness is
necessary for a search for weapons, reasonableness should presumably be required for a
search for drugs. Even though the issue in Terry was a frisk for weapons and not a traffic
stop, many courts, like the Illinois Supreme Court, have traditionally applied the twoprong test to determine the reasonableness of routine traffic stops.[123]
¶32

In the case of weapons, the courts have balanced the competing interests of public

and police safety with Fourth Amendment protections. In the case of drugs, courts have
balanced the competing interests of stopping drug sales and distribution with standard
Fourth Amendment protections. While decreasing the amount of drugs available is
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obviously an important social goal, the public and the police are not in direct, immediate
harm as they are when weapons might be present. One useful illustration of this point is
made in United States v. Walker, where a police officer stopped a speeding motorist
longer than the time needed to write him a ticket and questioned the motorist about
whether he had weapons, drugs, or large amounts of cash in the car.[124] The Tenth
Circuit held that such conduct violated the Fourth Amendment because the circumstances
did not justify any reasonable suspicion of criminal activity other than speeding.[125]
Given the reasoning exhibited in Walker by the Tenth Circuit, the Supreme Court should
have at least examined the second prong of the Terry test and considered whether the dog
sniff may have unconstitutionally expanded the seizure of Caballes.
¶33

In this regard, even if the drug detection canine sniff in Caballes is not considered

a search under the Fourth Amendment, the sniff “surely broadened the scope of the
traffic-violation-related seizure.”[126] A drug detection canine is not the equivalent of a
normal pet dog and is often intimidating.[127] As Justice Ginsburg noted in dissent,
“[i]njecting such an animal into a routine traffic stop changes the character of the
encounter between the police and motorist. The stop becomes broader, more adversarial,
and (in at least some cases) longer.”[128]
¶34

Some members of the Court might respond to this argument by noting that in

Caballes, the stop lasted a mere ten minutes, and that Gillette did not intend to prolong
the stop so that Graham would be able to use the drug detection canine to sniff for illegal
substances.[129] But the use by the police of drug-detection dogs and the Court’s
framing of the question presented, are particularly dangerous. Any and all traffic stops
might now include a canine sniff of an individual’s vehicle. This is troubling in part
because speeding is entirely unrelated to the possession or sale of illegal narcotics, and
should therefore be treated as such by the law. But perhaps it is even more troubling
because the crime that permits the police to conduct canine sniffs is one of which we are
all likely guilty—speeding.
¶35

Undoubtedly then, Caballes’ stop did become broader once the dog sniff

occurred. If nothing else, Caballes was subjected to a more adversarial situation than he
would have been with a mere speeding ticket. Receiving such a ticket, even if only as a
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warning, is of course an uncomfortable situation in itself. But the further questioning by
Officer Gillette, followed by an outright inspection of his personal property by a canine,
clearly created an adversarial situation. Finally, as the dissent noted, Caballes was also
“exposed to the embarrassment and intimidation of being investigated, on a public
thoroughfare, for drugs.”[130] After Caballes, there is little reason to expect the rest of
us will not soon be the target of a canine sniff in the course of a routine traffic stop. But
the Supreme Court failed even to acknowledge these broad social implications. And by
offering the police such wide leeway in conducting investigations, the Court permits the
police to treat anyone stopped for speeding as a suspect in a narcotics investigation.
¶36

The Court should have instead found that by conducting a dog sniff for illicit

substances of Caballes’ vehicle, the Illinois State Police Department changed a routine
traffic stop for speeding into an illegal search under the Fourth Amendment. That this
use of a drug-detection dog necessarily expands the scope of a traffic stop is undeniable.
Notably, a drug-detection dog adds “no value to the investigation of a simple traffic
infraction.”[131] And as the dissent recognized, the dog cannot “ascertain the speed at
which a vehicle was traveling or the true state of an apparently broken tail-light, let alone
the real identity of a detained motorist.”[132] Thus, a dog sniff for the purpose of
searching for illicit substances is not even vaguely connected to “the class of infractions
that result in a routine traffic stop.”[133]
¶37

Gillette’s stop of Caballes for excessive speed is entirely unrelated to an

investigation for drugs. Thus, Caballes was unnecessarily subjected to a more
intimidating, adversarial search and increased embarrassment. Drug detection canines do
not add any positive investigative technique to a traffic stop. As a result, the Court
should have held that the dog sniff was illegal under the Fourth Amendment.
V.

The Court’s Decision Is Contrary to Public Policy

¶38

The Court’s decision in Caballes is a dangerous precedent that could lead to the

erosion of numerous Fourth Amendment protections. If a dog sniff is not considered a
search, the police may use a drug detection dog to conduct investigations for illegal
substances without fear of substantial constitutional limitations. Without question,
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motorists often drive at speeds above the speed limit. Under Caballes, an individual’s car
could be subjected to a drug detection canine sniff even with the commission of a
negligible offense or infraction. These lawful seizures could include situations where
drivers are traveling only one mile above the speed limit or have broken or
malfunctioning headlights. Thus, these motorists, and possibly their passengers, would
be subjected to longer, more adversarial stops. Still, the Solicitor General’s brief
encouraged a blanket approval of dog sniffs for drug detection. Given the perhaps
overzealous use of dog sniffs currently, the government could easily fall down the
slippery slope of using dog sniffs regularly and anywhere.[134]
A.

The Caballes Decision Will Lead to Greater Infringements of

Privacy
¶39

The Solicitor General’s argument lends credence to Justice Ginsburg’s dissenting

opinion where she contends that the decision “clears the way for suspicionless, dogaccompanied drug sweeps of parked cars along sidewalks and in parking lots.”[135]
Motorists would not “have constitutional grounds for complaint should police with dogs,
stationed at long traffic lights, circle cars waiting for the red signal to turn green.”[136]
Moreover, even though the Court has ruled that a police officer cannot subject an
individual to longer questioning to allow time for a drug sniffing dog to arrive, an
unreasonable length of time is a somewhat nebulous standard that will be difficult to
apply in courts that could also lend itself to abuse.[137] For instance, a police officer
could submit questions about license validity or arrest history to dispatchers one-by-one,
as opposed to in a group, so as to increase the detention period of the stop.
¶40

Caballes’ broad language could even be found applicable for searches of

individuals. Though the integrity of one’s person under the Fourth Amendment has been
highly guarded by the courts, it would seem perplexing for the judiciary to find a search
triggering the Fourth Amendment in the context of automobiles but not individuals. This
is particularly the case where drug detection is at issue, since the Court has often relied
on the fact that the act of conducting a canine sniff is constitutionally acceptable because
it reveals only illegal contraband.
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¶41

In addition to the concerns the noted above, it seems that the Court in Caballes is

itself playing a role in its own test, since the definition of a “reasonable” expectation of
privacy can presumably be affected by the pronouncements of the Court. That is, since
finding a search under Katz relies in part on society’s expectations, the ruling that a dog
sniff does not violate a reasonable expectation of privacy functions to alter future
individual expectations of privacy. A police officer could walk his dog down the
sidewalks of a city street, and if the dog alerted to an individual, the police would have
probable cause to search that individual further. There would be nothing to stop officers
from circling an individual suspected of a crime or repeatedly visiting a high-crime
neighborhood in an attempt to get an alert. Given the fallibility of drug detection dogs,
this is an especially dangerous possibility. Individuals would not only be subjected to a
dog sniff, but if the dog alerted, to a further invasive search.
B.

The Decision Has the Potential to Undermine Past Supreme
Court Precedent

¶42

The Caballes decision also undermines the “Court’s situation-sensitive balancing

of Fourth Amendment interests in other contexts.”[138] In Bond v. United States, the
Court held that “a bus passenger had an expectation of privacy in a bag placed in an
overhead bin and that a police officer’s physical manipulation of the bag constituted an
illegal search.”[139] The dissent in Caballes may prove prescient in saying that “[i]f
canine drug sniffs are entirely exempt from Fourth Amendment inspection, a sniff could
substitute for an officer’s request to a bus passenger for permission to search his bag,”
with one significant difference—that the passenger would not have the option of
refusing.[140] That is, we will soon observe whether police officers have occasion to
walk into public restaurants, theatres, or other locations armed with sniffer dogs that are
nearly immune from constitutional limitations.
C.

Finding that the Situation in Caballes Was a Search Would
Not Harm Public Safety

¶43

A holding that a dog sniff for drugs is a search would not preclude dog sniffs for

explosives or agricultural products detection as the Court has distinguished between a
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general interest in crime control and more immediate threats to public safety.[141] For
example, the Court held that sobriety traffic checkpoints are constitutional in Michigan
Department of State Police v. Sitz.[142] However, a decade after its decision in Sitz, the
Court held in Indianapolis v. Edmond, that drug interdiction checkpoints did violate the
Fourth Amendment because a general interest in crime control did not justify the
stops.[143] The Edmond Court distinguished its decision from the one in Sitz by noting
that sobriety checkpoints attempted to eliminate the much more serious dangers of drunk
driving and the immediate threat of bodily injury and even death.[144] Thus, a holding
in Caballes that a dog sniff is a search would not seriously compromise investigations
into the most severe threats to public safety.
VI.
¶44

Conclusion
It is our opinion that Caballes’ legitimate privacy rights were violated by the

canine search that followed his lawful stop. Because the guarantees of the Fourth
Amendment, as supported by previous case law, argue for a broader vision of privacy
rights than does the Court in Caballes, the Court’s decision is in error and ought to be
reconsidered. The canine sniff itself was a search because Caballes’ reasonable
expectation of privacy was violated, and because dog sniffs are unreliable to the extent
that they reveal legal, intimate, personal information and items. Further, even if the dog
sniff at its inception is not considered a search—given that Caballes’ only crime at the
time of the sniff was his speeding violation—the scope of the constitutional seizure was
unconstitutionally enlarged. Caballes was then subjected to an invasive, embarrassing,
and adversarial process. Finally, the decision in Caballes clearly goes against public
policy. The decision permits police officers to use dog sniffs at the scene of any illegal
act, even for the most minor of traffic violations. Future decreased expectations of
privacy could even lead to courts ruling that it is not a violation of the Fourth amendment
to use a dog to sniff outside of a home or even on an individual’s person. While
decreasing the amount of illegal drugs on the street is an important goal, the Court has
put in jeopardy those bedrock Fourth Amendment protections that are important to us all.
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